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Cross Party Group Life Sciences 

June 17 2014 – Meeting note 
 

Attendees  

Jim Eadie MSP The Scottish Parliament 

Nanette Milne MSP The Scottish Parliament 

Nigel Don MSP The Scottish Parliament 

Aileen McLeod MSP The Scottish Parliament 

Jenny Marra MSP The Scottish Parliament 

Lewis Ritchie The Scottish Parliament 

Keith Small The Association of the British Pharmaceutical 
Industry (ABPI) 

Sandra Auld ABPI 

Martin Coombes Novartis Oncology 

Alison Frew Ingenza Ltd 

Kirsty Glendinning Ingenza Ltd 

Karen Phelan BioDundee 

Jennifer Caswell BioDundee 

Margaret Anne Pearson Baxter Healthcare 

Gail Gibson Skills Development Scotland 

Ronnie Palin Skills Development Scotland 

John Macgill GlaxoSmithKline 

Carolyn Caddick Johnson & Johnson (Lifescan) 

Fiona Jackson Forth Valley College 

Joanna McGillivary Forth Valley College 

Carlyn McNab Glasgow Kelvin College 

Emily Wan Forth Valley College 

Sarah Smith Novartis 

  
Apologies  
Dr John Brown LiSAB 

Scott Johnstone Scottish Lifesciences Association (SLA) 

Diane Thomson Pfizer 

Dr Chris Packard NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde 
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 The Convener of the group Jim Eadie MSP welcomed everyone to the meeting and informed the 

group that a short AGM would take place prior to the presentations commencing.  

 

AGM  

 The current Convener Jim Eadie MSP was nominated by Nigel Don MSP to continue in this role. 

There were no other nominations so Jim Eadie MSP will continue in this role. 

 ABPI Scotland was nominated by Aileen McLeod MSP to continue in the role of secretariat. 

There were no other nominations, so ABPI Scotland will continue in this role. 

Office bearers elected: 

 Convener – Jim Eadie MSP 

 Secretariat – ABPI Scotland 

 

 

 The convener then introduced the topic of the meeting, which is skills in life sciences and invited 
the speakers to begin their presentations 
 

Presentation 1 – The college sector and life sciences skills 

Joanna McGillvirary, Fiona Jackson & Emily Wan (Forth Valley College), Carlyn McNab (Glasgow 

Kelvin College) Alison Frew & Kirsty Glendinning (Ingenza) 

Joanna McGillviray offered the group a brief overview of life sciences at Forth Valley College: 

 At their campus in Stirling they have around 2300 STEM enrolments (which is above the average 

number for colleges).  

 Modern Apprenticeships (MAs) in life sciences are decreasing (but they are growing in 

engineering sector). 

 They are in partnership with the University of Stirling (currently the first year of offering a joint 

degree in advanced biomedical sciences). 

 Forth Valley is the first ‘STEM assured’ college in Scotland, and it is endorsed by the New 

Engineering Foundation (NEF). 

Carlyn McNab gave us an overview of Glasgow Kelvin College and their life sciences work: 

 It is one of the newly merged colleges, with 5 campuses across Glasgow.   

 It currently has 1600 STEM enrolments per year and 21% of their overall activity is in the stem 

subjects. They offer MAs in life sciences and civil engineering 
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 The college works closely with a number of other organisations, and with the NHS to provide 

them with healthcare sciences provision. There are also a number of colleges working closely in 

partnership with one another and they have a number of partnership plans. 

 They also work in partnership with the industry, including SMEs with modern apprenticeships 

etc. 

 Joanna McGillvary also gave an example of the tie-up with Roslin Institute and other employers 

to highlight that there is significant benefit to the employers, as well as to the students. She 

highlighted how ‘experiential’ learning is the key, to help create practical skills for use in the 

workplace. Industrial experience is part of the plan that they work to. 

 They then showed two videos featuring staff and students from both colleges talking about their 

experiences. 

Alison Frew provided an employer’s perspective of life sciences modern apprenticeships (MAs): 

 Ingenza have seen a 6-fold growth in staff in the last five years. They are based in Midlothian and 

work in chemicals, biologics and biofuels all with a focus on molecular biology, fermentation and 

chemistry. 

 Ingenza’s involvement in MAs and relationship with Forth Valley came about via networking, and 

the ‘two-for-one offer’ (a Scottish Government incentive). The company were very impressed 

and became reliant on their MAs. Their MAs came straight from school and are progressing 

through different roles within the company. 

 They were initially employing scientists and PHDs but the use of MAs has increased as they 

became aware of their value. 

 They are looking to employ their fifth MA (out of a total staff of 40), as they believe it equips 

scientists to work in a way that they couldn’t learn from a degree – in effect, Ingenza are 

‘growing their own scientists’. 

Emily Wan, a student at Forth Valley gave her thoughts: 

 Forth Valley College has amazing facilities and gives the students the confidence to begin 

progressing through learning, and she is really enjoying the course. 

Kirsty Glendinning, an MA at Ingenza: 

 It is important to learn both the theory and the practical skills, which is why it is useful to go 

through the college. 
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Presentation 2 – The employer’s view of life sciences skills 

Carolyn Caddick, Johnson & Johnson (Lifescan) 

 Lifescan began as a start-up, and had to also ‘grow their own scientists’ – but it’s difficult, 

expensive and they have to compete with the central belt and the oil & gas sector. 

 2/3rds of all Lifescan products come from inverness (where most are designed) and they employ 

100 R&D scientists at Inverness where they also produce 4 billion insulin testing strips every 

year. 

 There is a shortage of skills in the Highlands, and it is hard to recruit locally, so they ‘grow their 

own’. Their ‘bridge to employment programme’ is based on STEM and includes summer 

students, internships, apprenticeships & modern apprenticeships, graduate programme, post-

grad sponsorship and internal secondments.  

 They currently have 20 apprentices at Inverness College, for example and they have two MAs 

working currently in the company (with space for one more). 

 Current issues that they face is that there is still a skills shortage locally (there is no critical mass 

of companies and they have to compete with oil & gas for engineers), retention of staff (again 

competing with the oil & gas sector) and connectivity (they need better road, rail and air links to 

London and the central belt). 

 University College Dublin is a rich recruiting ground for them, and their one-year masters course 

in biosciences would be worth replicating in Scotland. 

 

Presentation 3 – Skills Development Scotland 

Ronnie Palin, Skills Development Scotland 

 New to the post as sector manager in life sciences at Skills Development Scotland (SDS). 

Previously worked in pharmaceutical industry for 15 years with various companies. 

 SDS are trying to influence the Scottish funding councils to drive skills planning models via the 

Skills Investment Plans (which they are producing across 10 key sectors, including life sciences). 

 The life sciences skills investment plan was tested and launched by the LiSAB skills group. It 

centres on: 

 Scottish Enterprise economic strategy 

 Cementing Scotland as a world class centre of excellence 

 Increasing global opportunities 

 Acknowledge that skills are central to these ambitions 

 The industry issues that they have identified include: 

 Graduate work readiness (skills, work experience etc). 
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 Outdated views on life sciences careers. 

 Low uptake of life sciences MAs. 

 Small talent pool in Scotland. 

 Access to senior staff with the right scientific and business skills. 

 Gaps in business skills such as sales & marketing etc. 

 For the action plan vision, please see the slides (circulated with this note to attendees) 

 Success stories: 

 An industry endorsed course that started yesterday at Edinburgh Napier University to boost lab 

skills among current employees, unemployed graduates and also those employed in the wrong 

sector (i.e. not the sector their studies to work in). 

 With the findings from this course, they want to influence Scottish funding council 

 

Q&A and general discussion 

 What are the challenges to recruiting more MAs from a private sector perspective? 

 Would like to see more lab staff doing qualifications while they are working (wouldn’t be MAs 

technically but would be the same principle) – need to look beyond the MA framework perhaps? 

 The branding of ‘apprenticeship’, which is incongruous with views & perceptions of life sciences? 

 Some employers can’t get enough MAs. Also there is a gender difference with more young 

women getting into the subject. Their particular company wants to grow and is trying to double 

the number of apprentices they have company-wide. 

 MAs in life sciences are not as established yet as in other subjects. 

 Competition with the oil & gas sector is a problem. 

 Also, lots of employers set the bar very high (because they want to give all MAs a job at the end 

of the MA). 

 What more can we do to capitalise on their opportunities with companies not based in 

Scotland?  Perhaps something to be raised at the LiSAB skills group? 

 College sector has wealth of skills training for life sciences, and people should consider 

alternatives to the traditional university route – there needs to be broader recognition of this, 

and we need to push agenda in schools.  

 Many MSPs hold job fairs within their constituencies, and it is something that Jim Eadie MSP will 

look at in the future. 

 

The convener thanked the presenters and the rest of the attendees and advised the group that the 

next meeting will take place on December 3 2014.  


